According to WSO the most popular request is from members who want to post some
or all of a portion of a piece or page of CAL on some social media platform, a website,
an online meeting platform, etc. This is the same request that we receive regularly in
South Africa.
WSO offers the following guidance:
WSO MEMBER WEBSITE
Conference Approved Literature (CAL), The Forum, and most service materials/tools
are copyrighted ©
WSO does NOT grant permission for substantial reprints of CAL in Area, District or
other service are newsletter or to outside publications, in the US or Canada.
It is not necessary for Al-Anon/Alateen service arms to obtain permission to excerpt
items of interest from WSO Publications such as Area highlights, Alateen talks, the
Inside Al-Anon section of the Forum or from service tools, Newsletter Articles.

Inside Al-Anon, Alateen Talk and Area Highlights are copyrighted ©. They may be
reproduced in Area Newsletters provided proper credit is given. ie "From Area
Highlights, Summer 2017 Reprinted with permission of Al-Anon Family Group
Headquarter, Inc"

WEB POSTS

A list of materials/tools that may be posted on websites can
be found on WSO Member Website. Credit line is required.
"Reprinted by permission of Al-Anon Family Group
Headquarters, Inc." No other copyrighted© material may be
reprinted electronically without express permission from
WSO.
SOCIAL MEDIA
WSO does not grant permission to a member to post quotes
on a personal social media page or website. They instead
encourage that the member share the posts on the WSO
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter pages. This includes
Whatsapp groups

FORUM SHARINGS

Members can quote from and reprint selected articles from The
Forum without additional permission. These are designated by the
“Feel Free” or “Statement of Purpose” (from the “Inside Al-Anon
Family Groups” section) taglines on the articles.
However, must provide credit "The Forum, Al-Anon Family Group
Headquarters, Inc, Virginia Beach, VA"
CAL TRANSLATION
Translation to any other languages are to be submitted to WSO for
review and approval before permission to print or reprint is granted.
Translated material should conform to the spirit and meaning of the
original English version.

It was decided to treat CAL, during online meetings, in the same way face-to-face
groups have always done.


Members use CAL within the meeting, but they don’t have it on permanent
DISPLAY. If someone is chairing the meeting using a piece of CAL that not all the
members have, the chairperson might pass around that item during the meeting, but
members would not “make copies of it” as it passed through their hands.


The same principles can and should apply for meetings taking place in an
online/electronic/virtual setting.


The person chairing the meeting can choose to DISPLAY a page or two for the
purpose of getting the meeting going, but such DISPLAY should only be Temporary for
the duration of the meeting.




Display (verb) - put (something) in a prominent
place in order that it may readily be seen
If you DISPLAY a reading during an online meeting, you only have it on the
screen for the few minutes that it is being read. As soon as reading is done
you remove it – so the Display was temporary





Post (verb) - to put something out there (that you
cannot take back) – eg post a letter
If you POST something on a WhatsApp group you have no control over it
once posted – think of it like posting a letter – once its out there you have
no control over it.

Type

Can we share

Conditions

Electronic meetings Yes – Display

Temporary display for a few
minutes during meeting

Area Newsletters,
Loners/other

One sentence can
be shared

It is advisable to use a sentence
or two, however CAL book and
page must always be quoted.
The non-Al-Anon quotes can be
used but must also refer the
source eg Ralph Waldo Emerson

WhatsApp groups

One sentence as
above.

As above.
Anything longer would be a
POST – once posted it remains
posted and is out of your control

Forum Articles

Yes

Must give credit "The Forum, AlAnon Family Group
Headquarters, Inc, Virginia
Beach, VA“ and must be an
article that has permission to be
reprinted

The copyright remains in effect even if the material is
discontinued.
Copyrighted literature represents a substantial revenue
source for Al-Anon/Alateen. By respecting "our"
copyright we protect our own Tradition 7. We could
lose our licence to print CAL locally if we violate
copyright

If Members take on this job for themselves they override the delegated authority
of the service arm and thereby override the authority of Conference. Our
legacies guarantee that no member in our worldwide structure has this authority
- as referred in

Tradition 2:

For our group purpose there is but one authority – a loving God as He may
express Himself in our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted servants –
they do not govern.

Concepts:

1. The ultimate responsibility and authority for Al-Anon world services belongs
to the Al-Anon groups
12. The Al-Anon Family Groups have delegated complete administrative and
operational authority to their Conference and its service arms.

Warranty 12:

That no Conference member shall be place in unqualified authority over other
members
WSO suggests that telling newcomers about CAL is one way members carry the
message, but ask that this is done while still respecting the authority and
responsibility of the GSO to publish and distribute CAL.

